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Coding 101 

Coding Philosophy 

Coding is an essential component to our responsibilities as social media agents. As coders we 

operate behind the scene. Coders do not directly interact with customers. However, they play an 

intricate role in analyzing the data being evaluated by social media analysts. Making mistakes in 

coding can skew the outcome of client’s final data normally delivered through reports on a 

monthly, quarterly, and annual basis. 

 

Client’s use our reports to evaluate their marketing and customer care goals. Understanding our 

role in developing a client’s report is a foundational component of the company’s coding 

philosophy. Some coders assume all brands value the same things. This is not true. Some brands 

are more customer-focused than profit-focused. On the other hand, other brands are more profit-

focused than customer-focused. Therefore, profit-focused brands will place a higher value on 

sales opportunities than general comments about their product or service lines.  

 

Reports are utilized by managers and executives to set the company’s goals and benchmarks.  As 

a coder, if we incorrectly identify a sales opportunity as a comment we have skewed the client’s 

report.  

 

For example: “I really want the new ZTE ZMAX from Brand, but am unable to travel to a store 

to purchase one.” If we code posts of this nature as a comment, we have just failed to deliver 

accurate information to a profit-focused client.  

 

Coding involves using basic critical thinking skills without reading into the comments or posts. 

The mindset of coding should always be, “what does my coding effort tell the client”.  In some 

cases, coding is more important than engaging, because coding efforts analyze all customer and 

brand interactions across an array of social media sites.  

 

Since coding is not real-time, if a coder makes a mistake in coding they have time to correct it 

before reports are due. Coders should always allow time at the end of their shift to check their 
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own work. If you discover a mistake in coding simply correct it and move on to the next 

comment or post. 
 

Coding Methodology 

The company’s coding methodology centers on understanding the client’s brand and the client’s 

customer base before beginning to code. It is difficult to evaluate an orange, if you have never 

seen or tasted an orange. Before you can describe an orange you have to touch it, you have to 

hold it in your hand, you have to peel the rigid skin away, and finally you have to taste it. Then 

and only then can you effectively evaluate an orange. Coding is no different. 

 

As coders, we must understand the brand’s key marketing and customer care drivers. We should 

possess a basic understanding of the client’s culture and the client’s social media voice. Making 

assumptions in coding is highly discouraged, because we lack the opportunity to clarify the voice 

of the customer through direct interaction. Read each post independently and code each post 

according to the contents in the post unless the post is a single thought process delivered through 

multiple posts. 

 

Sentiment 

Sentiment is a key component of coding. We determine sentiment according to the expressed 

emotion towards a brand, the brand’s product line, the brand’s service line, or the brand’s level 

of support towards their customer base. 

 

In most cases, implied statements are classified as neutral statements. Neutral statements do not 

include expressive words and/or phrases. Positive and negative statements will include 

expressive words and/or phrases. See the following examples below of a neutral, a positive, and 

a negative statement. 

Neutral 

 

The post is a neutral post, because it does not specifically state an issue with her phone. The 

customer purchased a phone with a different app store. Her issue is with the app store and not the 

brand’s phone.  
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Positive 

 

The post is a positive post, because the customer explicitly states she owns the F60, it is a good 

phone, and she loves the phone. She makes three declarative statements about a Brand product. 

We do not have to question her feelings towards the phone.  

 

Negative 

 

The post is definitely negative, because a Brand customer care representative has the customer 

waiting over ten minutes to speak to a supervisor. The customer uses the phrases “pretty sad” 

and “really sad” indicating they are frustrated with the brand’s level of support (customer 

service).  

 

To become a successful coder you must first understand the application of sentiment to posts, as 

well as, our coding philosophy.  At the conclusion of training you will possess a sound 

understanding of both. The four steps to becoming a successful coder include:  

 

1. Thoroughly reading the post, comment, or engagement before coding. 

 

2. Making sure you understand the customer’s issue and expressed sentiment before coding. 

 

3. Reviewing your coding before saving the post, comment, or engagement. 

 

4. Be sure to double check your work multiple times to ensure accuracy in your coding. 
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Brand Engagement Tracker Tool 

The Brand Engagement Tracker Tool does not record real time interactions between customers 

and engagers. Flat files of the prior day’s interactions for Facebook, Brand Latino, and Twitter 

are downloaded into a csv. File, respectively. The unique identifier (column 1) is redefined as 

numbers; the files are then saved into the Social Media shared drive, and automatically uploaded 

at 11:59 a.m. each day. 

 

 

 

Tabs Defined 

 

1. Posts – Messages – Tweets Tab: The first tab found on the home page of the Brand 

Engagement Tracker tool. Coders are required to set all relevant search parameters 

defined later in (SECTION 1 on Page 7) before beginning their coding responsibilities. 

 

2. Entry Detail and Coding: The second tab is the primary coding tab and all initial coding 

occurs within this tab. All customer responses and social media engagements are 

uploaded from the native social media sites into this tab and assigned a unique record id 

number for manual coding. 
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3. Engagement Search: This is the third tab within the tracker tool and has the same 

function as the Posts – Messages – Tweets tabs, except the focus is on engagements 

instead of comments.  

 

4. Engagement Detail: The fourth tab is designed to target unlinked engagements on 

previously coded comments. The primary use of this tab is to perform a validity 

assessment of replied comments completed on the Entry Detail and Coding tab after all 

coding has been completed. 

 

5. Excel Export: The fifth tab is a summary of all activity from the previous four tabs. It 

allows users to create a searchable and reportable Excel spreadsheet. The spreadsheet 

contains all fields available on the Posts – Messages – Tweets and the Engagement Detail 

tabs. Once in Excel the data is utilized to evaluate engagement and coding efforts 

 

6. Record Stats: The sixth tab summarizes the company Brand Engagement Tracker tools’ 

record statuses: not processed, need to respond, no response needed, and replied. The 

record statuses are defined in detail in (SECTION F on Page 21). 
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Posts – Messages – Tweets 

 

 

 

1. Begin Load Date: The date comments were loaded into the Brand Engagement Tracker 

Tool are known as load dates.  When searching for a specific range it is important to 

remember we are always a day behind in the tracker. For example, if you are looking 

for a post from 1/1/2015 your actual load date would be 1/2/2015. 

 

2. End Load Date: The end load date is the closing date of your search query. 

 

3. Engmt Rec ID: A unique ID number assigned to each engagement post in the Brand 

Engagement Tracker tool. 

 

4. Record ID: A unique ID number assigned to each comment in the Brand Engagement 

Tracker tool. 

 

5. SM Page: The native social media site destination: Facebook, Twitter, or Brand Latino 
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6. Author: The original content writer of a post or an engagement. 

 

7. Status: The status of the comment: not processed, need to respond, no response needed, 

or replied. 

 

8. Type: The classification of the post: comment, direct message, post, private message, 

reply, tweet, or unknown. 

  

9. Reset Fields: This button is used to reset your query. 

 

10. Find Records: After you have entered all relevant data, submit your query by clicking on 

the button. 
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Entry Detail and Coding 

Section 1 

 

 

 

1. Content: Customer’s original comment from the native social media site. 

 

2. Author: The creator of the comment or content. 

 

Column 1 

3. Headline: Identifies the origin of the comment as either: a comment, a direct message, a 

post, a private message, a reply, or a tweet. It also includes the author’s name. 

 

4. URL: A link to the original comment on the native social media site. 

 

5. SM Page: The native social media site destination: Facebook, Twitter, or Brand Latino 

6. Publish Date: The date the comment was published on the native social media site. 
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7. Record ID: A unique ID number assigned to each comment in the Brand Engagement 

Tracker tool. 

 

Column 2 

8. Type: Assigns a classification to the comment as a comment, a compliment, a problem, 

or a question.  

 

9. Sentiment: Refers to the overall mood of the comment as neutral, negative, or positive. 

Assigning a sentiment to a comment is based on adjectives used in the comment.  

 

Examples:  

 

a) I absolutely love my new ZTE ZMAX I purchased from Brand on Black Friday. 

This comment would receive a positive sentiment, because it specifically states 

they love their ZTE ZMAX from Brand.; or 

 

b) I cannot understand why I never get the best deals when I buy phones from Brand.  

This post could be either negative or neutral. However, because it does not 

specifically state a positive or negative adjective and we make it a concerted 

effort to never assume the mind of a post unless we have the entire thread 

available to evaluate the overall tone of the customer’s concern. 

 

10. Load Date: The date the comment was uploaded into the Brand Engagement Tracker 

Tool.  

Column 3 

11. Topic: Assigns the primary category of the comment as a company mention; a consumer 

response; equipment; an event; finance; off-topic; plans/features; product inquiry; 

service; suggestion; or support. 

 

12. Action Required: Denotes a comment requiring a response from an engager. 
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13. Last Updated By: The name of the agent who last updated the record. System is given as 

the default name for all records uploaded into the Brand Engagement Tracker Tool. 

 

Column 4 

14. Sub Category: Provides a more detail description of the comment. For example, a sub 

category of payment denotes the topic category of support refers to comment relating to 

the customer’s payment or an issue with the customer’s payment. 

 

15. Status: Refers to the current state of the comment (need to response, not processed, no 

response needed, or replied). 

 

16. Updated Date: The date the comment was updated by the system or an agent. 

 

Section 2 

 

 

 

1. Coding Macro: Enable coders to rapidly code common post by selecting the appropriate 

macro and clicking the save coding button. For example, selecting the UFC coding 

macro will automatically input a type of comment, a topic of event, a sub category of 

UFC, and a sentiment of neutral. 

 

2. Add. Notes: We use this field to add engagements published after the 11:59 a.m. cutoff 

period of the previous day, but not yet loaded to the tracker tool. The field is also used to 

add additional information about the comment when an engagement response is not 

appropriate. For example, engagers do not typically engage on profanity posts (in most 
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cases) or off-topic posts. In these cases, the coder would enter a few notes about why the 

post did not receive an engagement. (i.e. profanity, offensive, or replied later)  

 

3. Save Coding: It will remain grayed out until all required fields are entered. Required 

fields include type, topic, sub category, sentiment, and status. Once required fields are 

selected, press the button to save. 

Section 3 

 

 

 

1. Engmt Rec ID: A unique ID number assigned to each engagement in the Brand 

Engagement Tracker tool. 

 

2. Engagement Content: An engager’s original engagement to a customer’s original 

content from the native social media site. 

 

3. Publish Date: The date the engagement was published on the native social media site. 

 

4. Action Field 1: Selecting this field opens up the engagement for further viewing. 

 

5. Action Field 2: To link a comment to an engagement, select the “To Link” button next to 

the appropriate engagement, if you make a mistake, simply deselect the button, and 

reselect the correct engagement. It is excellent practice to have the native social media 

site open to verify the correct engagements are being linked to the appropriate comment 

or post. 
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Section 4 

 

 

 

1. Record ID: A unique ID number assigned to each post, message or tweet in the Brand 

Engagement Tracker tool. 

 

2. Content: A customer’s original post, message, or tweet from the native social media site. 

 

3. Author: The creator of the post, message, or tweet being coded. 

 

4. Type: Assigns a classification to the post, message, or tweet as a comment, a 

compliment, a problem, or a question.  

 

5. Status: Refers to the current state of the post, message, or tweet (need to response, not 

processed, no response needed, or replied). 

 

6. Publish Date: The date the post, message, or tweet was published on the native social 

media site. 

 

7. Action: To enter a post, message, or tweet for coding, select the code button and the post, 

message, or tweet will open for coding. 
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Engagement Search 

Section 1 

 

 

 

1. Begin Load Date: The date comments were loaded into the Brand Engagement Tracker 

Tool are known as load dates. 

 

2. End Load Date: The end load date is the closing date of your search query. 

 

3. SM Page: The native social media site destination: Facebook, Twitter, or Brand Latino 

 

4. Record ID: A unique ID number assigned to each engagement in the Brand Engagement 

Tracker tool. 

 

5. Status: Refers to the current state of the post (need to response, not processed, no 

response needed, or replied). 

 

6. Type: Assigns a classification to the comment as a comment, a compliment, a problem, 

or a question.  

 

7. Reset Fields: This button is used to reset your query. 
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8. Find Engagements: After you have entered all relevant data, submit your query by 

clicking on the button to reveal a list of engagements. 

 

Section 2 

 

 

 

1. Engmt Rec ID: A unique ID number assigned to each engagement record (Engmt Rec) 

in the Brand Engagement Tracker tool. 

 

2. Engagement Content: An engager’s original engagement to a customer’s original 

content from the native social media site. 

 

3. SM Page: The native social media site destination: Facebook, Twitter, or Brand Latino 

 

4. Engment Linked: Identifies whether or not an engagement is linked to a post or 

comment. Because engagements can be added into the add’l notes field there will not 

always be a link for every engagement. 

 

5. Publish Date: The date the engagement record was published on the native social media 

site. 
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6. Action: To gather more information about an engagement, select the detail button. 

 

Engagement Detail 

Section 1 

 

 

 

1. Content: An engager’s original engagement to a customer’s original content from the 

native social media site. 

 

2. Author: The creator of the engagement’s content being coded. 

 

Column 1 

3. Headline: Identifies the origin of the engagement as either: a comment, a direct message, 

a post, a private message, a reply, or a tweet. It also includes the author’s name. 

4. URL: A link to the original engagement on the native social media site. 
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5. SM Page: The native social media site destination: Facebook, Twitter, or Brand Latino 

 

6. Publish Date: The date the engagement record was published on the native social media 

site. 

 

7. Record ID: A unique ID number assigned to each engagement in the Brand Engagement 

Tracker tool. 

 

Column 2 

8. Type: Assigns a classification to the engagement as a comment, a compliment, a 

problem, or a question.  

 

9. Sentiment: Engagements are always neutral, because they originate from the client or a 

social media agent. 

 

10. Load Date: The date the engagement was uploaded into the Brand Engagement Tracker 

Tool.  

 

Column 3 

11. Topic: Assigns the primary category of the engagement as a company mention; a 

consumer response; equipment; an event; finance; off-topic; plans/features; product 

inquiry; service; suggestion; or support. 

 

12. Action Required: Denotes the engagement initiated from a comment by a customer. All 

engagements will have the action required selected. 

 

13. Last Updated By: The name of the agent who last updated the record. 

 

Column 4 
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14. Sub Category: Provides a more detail description of the engagement. For example: a 

4G sub category indicates the comment is referring to a speed and/or limitation to their 

data plan. 

 

15. Status: Refers to the current state of the engagement (not processed or processed). By 

default, all comments are loaded with a not processed status. 

 

16. Updated Date: The date the engagement was updated by the system or an agent. 

 

17. Save Coding: It will remain grayed out until all required fields are entered. Required 

fields include type, topic, sub category, sentiment, and status. Once required fields are 

selected, press the button to save. 

 

Section 2 

 

 

1. Rec ID: A unique ID number assigned to each posts in the Brand Engagement Tracker 

tool. 

 

2. Content: A customer’s original post from the native social media site. 

 

3. Author: The creator of the posts being coded. 

 

4. Type: The classification of the post: comment, direct message, post, private message, 

reply, tweet, or unknown. 
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5. Status: Refers to the current state of the post (need to response, not processed, no 

response needed, or replied). 

 

6. Publish Date: The date the engagement record was published on the native social media 

site. 

 

7. Action Field 1: To enter a post for coding, select the code button and the post will open 

for coding. 

 

8. Action Field 2: To link a post to an engagement, select the “To Link” button next to the 

appropriate engagement 

Excel Export 

 

 

 

1. Load Data – Begin: The date you want to begin your search based on the load date. 

Note: All data is loaded from the prior day’s interactions. 

 

2. Load Date – End: The date you want to end your search based on the load date. 
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3. Export to an Excel doc: After you have entered the Load Date – Begin and Load Date –

End, press the export to an Excel doc and an Excel file will download. You can filter the 

Excel document as needed. 

 

4. Reset Dates: This button is used to reset your query. 

 

Record Stats 

 

 

 

1. Load Date – Begin: The date you want to begin your search based on the load date. 

 

2. Load Date – End: The date you want to end your search based on the load date. 

 

3. Get Stats: After entering the Load Date – Begin and Load Date – End, press the Get 

Stats button to rendered a record status for all records in your search range. 

 

4. Reset Dates: This button is used to reset your query. 

 

5. By Record Status: The search query renders a total count of all statuses within the Brand 

Engagement Tracker Tool. (The four statuses are: need to response, no response 

needed, not processed, or replied) The goal is to have no “need to response” posts at the 

end of the day. 
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Types Defined 

 

Compliment: A compliment is a strong positive statement about the client’s product, service, 

customer service, or a particular store. 

 

Comment: A statement about the client’s product, service, customer service, or a particular 

store, but does not request information or indicate a problem. 

 

Problem: A statement indicating an issue with the client’s product, service, customer service, or 

a particular store. 

 

Question: A statement seeking assistance or information about the client’s product, service, 

customer service, or a particular store. 

 

Topics Defined 

 

Company Mention: Any post mentioning the brand, but does not specifically address a product, 

a service, or support. 

 

Consumer Response: Any post between customers. 

 

Equipment: Any post discussing the brand’s equipment a customer purchased from the brand. It 

does not include post mentioning equipment the brand carries, but purchased from a competitor. 

 

Event: Any post mentioning a sponsored event or contest by the brand. 

 

Finance: Any post discussing or mentioning a financial issue with the brand. 

 

Off-Topic: Any post that does not mention the brand, the brand’s product line, the brand’s 

service line, or the brand’s level of support. 
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Plans/Features: Any post mentioning the brand’s plans or features associated with their product 

or service lines. 

 

Product Inquiry: Any post inquiring about the brand’s product or service lines. 

 

Service: Any post mentioning the brand’s services. 

 

Suggestion: Any post making a suggestion to the brand. 

 

Support: Any post mentioning or requesting support from the brand. 

 

Sub Categories Defined 

 

$5 Value Bundle: Includes call forwarding, screen-it, travel talk roaming, unlimited directory 

assistance, visual voicemail, voicemail to text, and TextTalk Global. 

 

$25 Plan: Includes text and talk only. 

 

$29 Phone: A promotional price for Brand phones, the phones will vary depending on the 

current promotion. 

 

$40 Plan: Plan includes unlimited text, talk, and data with 1GB of 4G data. 

 

$50 Plan: Plan includes unlimited text, talk, and data with 3GB of 4G data. 

 

$60 Plan: Plan includes unlimited text, talk and 4G data. 

 

3G: A data speed on CDMA/WCDMA spectrums. 

 

4 for $100: A family plan for four service lines with unlimited text, talk, and data with 500MB 

of 4G LTE speeds for each line. 
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4G: A GSM data speed. 

 

Activation: A fee for activating new service. 

 

Admire 3G: A discounted CDMA phone. 

 

Admire 4G: A GSM version of the Admire phone. 

 

Advertising: Brand advertisements relating to products or services. 

 

Alcatel 768: A discontinued CDMA phone. 

 

Alcatel Evolve 3G: A discontinued CDMA phone. 

 

Alcatel Fierce 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Alcatel OneTouch Fierce 2: A GSM phone. 

 

Alcatel OneTouch Pop7: The only supported Brand tablet (Jan. 2015). 

 

Anthem 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Asurion: Brand insurance provider. 

 

Attain 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Autopay: A payment option by Brand. 

 

Avid 4G: A GSM phone. 
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Battery: Mentions a phone battery. 

 

BCR: Bill Cycle Reset 

 

Billfloat: A 3
rd

 party payment service for Brand. 

 

Black Friday Sale: Mentions or inquiries about Black Friday Sales on Brand phones.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

Blackberry: A discontinued CDMA phone. 

 

Block-it: A Brand app allowing customers to block unwanted numbers. 

 

BTM Plan: A discontinued phone plan also known as By-the-minute. 

 

BYOP: A plan by Brand allowing customers to bring their own unlocked GSM phones to Brand 

for service after purchasing a plan and Brand sim card. 

 

Camera: A hardware feature available on all Brand phones. 

 

CDMA: Brand’s legacy network. 

 

Combination: Discussion or mention of the T-mobile/Brand merger. 

 

Contour 2: A discounted CDMA phone. 

 

Coolpad Quattro 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Coverage: Mentions, discusses, or inquiries about Brand’s coverage areas. 

 

Credit: Mentions or requests credit or refund for non-service. 
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Customer Service: Mentions Brand’s customer service or Brand’s customer service 

representatives. 

 

Data Top Up: A feature available to $40 and $50 plan owners. It adds 1GB of 4G data per $5 

Data Top Up. 

 

Dealer Service: A service for dealers to inquiry about customer accounts. 

 

Dropped Call: A call that terminates unexpectedly due to technical reasons or a dead zone. 

 

Event: A sponsored event or contest by Brand. 

 

Exhibit 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Express Pay: A payment option on the Brand site without having to log into your Brand 

account. 

 

FAM Plan: The Brand family plan. 

 

FIFA: A soccer event. 

 

Freeform III: A CDMA phone. 

 

Freeform M: A GSM phone. 

 

Galaxy S: A CDMA phone. 

 

Galaxy S5: A GSM phone. 

 

GPS: A navigational feature on all GSM and some CDMA phones. 
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GSM: A cellular network spectrum also known as Global System for Mobile Communications. 

 

Hotspot: An add-in feature to all Brand GSM phone plans. 

 

HSPA+: High speed cellular service with WCDMA also known as Evolved High-Speed Packet 

Access. 

 

HTC Wildfire S: A CDMA phone. 

 

Huawei Activa 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Huawei M735: A CDMA phone. 

 

Huawei M835: A CDMA phone. 

 

Huawei PAL: A GSM phone. 

 

Huawei Pinnacle: A GSM phone. 

 

Huawei Vitria: A GSM phone. 

 

ILD: An international long distance add-in feature to all Brand phone plans. 

 

Indulge: A GSM phone plan. 

 

IVR: An interactive voice response system designed to route calls to agents. 

 

Joyn: A Brand created to all consumers the ability to call, chat, share videos, photos and files. 

 

Kyocera Hydro Life: A GSM phone. 
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Kyocera Hydro XTRM 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

LG Connect 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

LG Esteem: A GSM phone. 

 

LG L70: A GSM phone. 

 

LG Optimus F3 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

LG Optimus F6 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

LG Optimus F60: A GSM phone. 

 

LG Optimus L9 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

LG Optimus M: A CDMA phone. 

 

LG Optimus M+: A CDMA phone. 

 

LG Select: A CDMA phone. 

 

LG Spirit 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Brand Account: A Brand account associated with a Brand cell phone number. 

 

Mexico: An add-in feature to all Brand phone plans for $10 per month. 

 

Migration: A transiting from Brand’ CDMA legacy network to GSM towers. 
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MMS: A feature enabling customers to send picture and video messages also known as 

multimedia messages. 

 

MyAccount: An online account to view, edit, and add services to a customer’s Brand account. 

 

Navigator: A discontinued Brand navigation app. 

 

Nokia 635: A GSM phone. 

 

Nokia Lumia 521 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Offnet: A high usage of data and services from non-Brand towers. 

 

Order: Online orders placed through the Brand website. 

 

Payment: Mentions or discusses paying a customer’s Brand monthly service fees. 

 

Phone Update: Mentioning or inquiring about updating a customer’s current phone. 

 

Photo: Also known as MMS messaging or multimedia messaging. 

 

PHP: Brand’s Premium Handset Protection plan, which now includes a premium version of the 

Lookout Mobile Security app. 

 

Pinnacle 2: A CDMA phone. 

 

Premia 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Promotion: A Brand promotion on phones and/or services. 

 

Rebate: A mail-in discount on Brand phones. 
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Refurbished Phone: A repaired phone resold to the public. 

 

Rhapsody: A music app available as an add-in to any Brand phone plan. 

 

S3 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

S4 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Samsung Galaxy Avant: A GSM phone. 

 

Samsung Galaxy Light: A GSM phone. 

 

Samsung Mega 4G: A GSM phone. 

 

Score M: A CDMA phone. 

 

Signal: A post mentioning or discussing Brand’ signal in a particular area or location. 

 

Sim Card: A small network card needed for all GSM phones. 

 

Store: A post mentioning, inquiring, or requesting information for a specific store.  

 

Tablets: A larger version of a smart phone. 

 

Tethering: Using your phone as a mobile hotspot for other wireless devices. 

 

Text Message: A feature allowing customers to send messages between mobile devices. 

 

Text Talk: A limited Brand phone plan that excludes data. 
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Trade-Ins: Exchanging older mobile devices for newer models, which is only available to 

migrating CDMA customers. 

 

Unlock: A post mentioning or requesting their unlock code for their GSM phone. CDMA phones 

cannot be unlocked, they can only be flashed. (Note: Brand no longer flashes phones.) 

 

Update: Mentions or discusses updating the software on a Brand phone. 

 

Valiant 3G: A CDMA phone. 

 

Verge: A CDMA phone. 

 

Vitria: A CDMA phone. 

 

Voicemail: A feature allowing callers to leave a message when the receiver does not answer. 

 

VOLTE: Voice over LTE. 

 

Warranty: Coverage for phones with a manufacturer defect. 

 

WIFI: a local area wireless technology that allows an electronic device to exchange data or 

connect to the internet using 2.4 GHz UHF and 5 GHz SHF ISM radio bands. 

 

WIFI Calling: The ability to make cellular phone calls using Wi-Fi on enabled mobile devices. 

 

ZTE ZMAX: A GSM phone. 
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Statuses Defined 

 

Need to Respond: Posts requiring assistance with a service, a product, or a customer service 

related issue or inquiry.  

 

No Response Needed: Posts between customers, non-service related issues, or off-topic posts 

(3
rd

 party posts, non-Brand advertisements, posts containing profanity, and/or offensive posts). 

 

Not Processed: Posts requiring coding. 

 

Replied: Contains a response from a Brand social media specialist. 
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An Introduction to Radian6 

 

Radian6 is a powerful tool. It offers many benefits to social media specialists and social media 

analyst alike. As such, the Introduction to Radian6 is only an overview. At the end of the 

introduction you will find additional training links for self-study. The three tools within Radian6 

include: the engagement console, the dashboard, and the summary dashboard.  

 

Radian6 is the company’s primary engagement, coding, and analysis tool for most of our social 

media clients. Brands are assigned a project or projects depending on the number of 

product/service lines within a particular brand.  Each project has established search criteria 

designed to retrieve posts from native social media websites. The information retrieves real-time 

data and all interactions are transmitted back to the native websites in real-time.  

 

Within the Engagement Console (EC), we can access real-time data from blogs, Facebook, 

forums, Instagram (limited access), Mainstream News sources, MySpace, Twitter, and YouTube.   

We also use the EC as a coding tool. For most brands we complete coding simultaneously with 

engagement. Coding and engagement data are recorded and available for analysis in the Radian6 

Dashboard.  

 

The Radian6 dashboard is comprised of widgets. Widgets pull raw data from all coding and 

engagement activity.  The raw data is then segmented into relevant information about clients’ 

customer demographics, customer sentiment, engagement level, posting trends, post arrivals, 

region of social media activity, share of voice, social media agents’ productivity, and so much 

more.  

 

The introduction to Radian6 will focus on the EC and briefly review the Radian6 Dashboard. 
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The Engagement Console 

 

 

1. Workflow: They enable you to Assign posts to team members for follow up, add post 

tags and source tags, set a priority, define engagement level, define sentiment and define 

classification level. 

 

2. My Macros: are personal single buttons that can complete multiple workflow actions. 

 

3. Add Stack: are lists of social media posts from your Radian6 Topic Profiles, or posts 

from your personal or corporate Twitter, Chatter, Facebook Accounts, and Facebook 

Pages. 
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4. Search Field: allow you to search specific topics without opening a new stack. 

 

5. Launch Analysis Dashboard: launches the analysis dashboard. 

 

6. Launch Summary Dashboard: launches the summary dashboard. 

 

7. Stack Area: the area where new stacks are positioned for coding and engagement. 
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Types of Radian6 Stacks 

 

 

 

There are seven different types of stacks to work with inside of the EC. Currently, we work with 

about four of them on a regular basis: Radian6 Topic Stack (1), Radian6 Managed Accounts (2), 

Twitter (5), and Facebook (6). The remaining stacks are beneficial for time management, 

monitoring Facebook pages and acts as a real-time collaboration tools for social media 

employees. 

 

1. Radian6 Topic Stack: includes a collection of all Topic Profiles for a specific Client 

ID. 

 

2. Radian6 Managed Accounts: includes all managed accounts for a specific Topic 

Profile for a specific Client ID. 

 

3. Radian6 My Tasks: includes all posts completed or assigned to a specific user the 

content is independent of Topic Profile 

 

4. SalesForce Chatter: is a real-time marketing and collaboration tool for social media 

employee, clients, and other stakeholders with an assigned Radian6 ID. 

 

5. Twitter: is an interactive interface to a client’s native Twitter page. Use the Engagement 

Console to send Tweets, shorten URLs automatically, and view mentions, direct 
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messages and Tweets. Twitter users can organize others into groups, or lists. When you 

select to view a list, you’ll see a stream of Tweets from all the users included in that 

group. The Twitter stack will display content from the last 7 days, by default. 

 

6. Facebook: is an interactive interface to a client’s main native Facebook account.  

 

7. Facebook Managed Pages: You need to be an administrator for the Page and ensure 

you have the appropriate Facebook account connect to manage a Facebook Fan Page 

from a Stack. However, once connected you can complete administrator work on your 

pages through the Radian6 Engagement Console.  

 

Fan Pages are intended to maintain long-term relationships with product/services fans 

and can be useful for reputation management. These are public pages, so anyone can like 

a Facebook Page without requiring permission. 
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Creating a Stack 

 

 

 

To create a new stack, click one of seven icons and a stack window will open up. 

 

For this exercise, we will create a Topic Stack.  

 

1. Selecting the Topic Stack: click the number 6 icon and an empty Topic Stack will open.  

 

2. Stack Title: Entered your preferred title. For example, enter MTD Coding to indicate the 

stack range includes all posts for a specific month. 
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3. Stack Topics: Select whether to include all or specific media types in your search 

criteria. For narrow searches, select only one or two media types. For a full representation 

of all posts, select all media types. 

 

4. Range of Search Criteria (Real-time monitoring or Specify Date Range): Select the 

range of your stack. Real-time monitoring will update every 30 seconds to 10 minute. A 

specified range is helpful to ensure you are capturing all posts for a specific reporting 

period. 

 

5. Show Deleted Items and Spam: Selecting the show deleted items and spam option is 

only utilized when you have made a mistake in your coding and have deleted a relevant 

post or incorrectly identified the post as spam. 

 

6. Media Types: provides a list of all available media types for a specific topic profile. It is 

recommended you select all media types for your primary stacks when performing non-

target searches and select one or two media types for target searches. 

 

7. Sort By: sorts by received or published based on newest to oldest or oldest to newest. 

 

8. Filter By: posts can be filter as follows: 

 

a. All content: does not filter any posts, but includes the last 96 hours of data. 

 

b. Open Assigned: filters for all posts that are open and assigned, from all the Topic 

Profiles across the Client ID, but not closed. 

 

c. Unassigned: filters for all posts that have workflow activity and are already in the 

stack will stay there until new items are added when clicking on the yellow badge. 
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d. Open Assigned and Unassigned Data: filters for all posts that are open and 

assigned from all the Topic Profiles across the Client ID and all Unassigned posts 

from the selected Topic Profile. 

 

e. Assigned to a Specific User: (select the user from the list) - filters for all posts that 

are assigned to a selected user. There is no time limit on how old the data is and 

the content is independent of Topic Profile. 

 

f. Post Tag/Queue: filters for all posts that have a post tag. It is specific to the 

selected Topic Profile only. You must specify a Post tag. 

 

g. Source Tag(s): filters for all posts that have a source tag. It is specific to the 

selected Topic Profile only. You must specify a Source tag. 

 

h. Any Positive Sentiment: filters for all posts that have a positive sentiment set.  

 

i. Any Negative Sentiment: filters for all posts that have negative sentiment set: 

 

Please Note: sentiment is set according to predefined rules in the Topic Profile. The 

system assigns sentiment according to target keywords and may not be an accurate 

representation of the expressed sentiment contained within the actual post. When 

using the sentiment filters read the entire post before coding or engaging with a 

customer. 

 

9. Keyword Filter: insert a term or terms to search (defaults to blank). 

 

10. Posts per Page: determines how many posts are in the topic stack. The number ranges 

from 20 to 50 posts per page. (defaults to 20) 

 

11. Click Save and View Stack to generate your stack. (not shown in the figure above) 
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Additional Stack Options 

 

 

 

1. Manage Stacks: a quick way to re-order stacks without using the arrows at the top right 

hand side of each individual stack. 

 

2. Launch Extension Gallery: launches the extension gallery. (see the next page for more 

information) 

 

3. Launch Posting Palette: launches the posting palette without selecting a particular post to 

engage directly through the EC onto the native social media site. 

 

4. Bitly Provider: is a tool created to automatically shorten URLs before posting to the native 

social media site. It is extremely useful when creating or replying to posts in Twitter. 
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Extension Gallery 

 

 

 

The extension gallery includes analysis tools, other useful utilities and macros for integration 

into the EC.   

 

Not seen on this figure is an Email Selected Post macro. It is highly recommended you install the 

Email Selected Post macro immediately after creating your stacks.  The Email Selected Post 

macro will create an email containing each selected post, including the workflow information for 

notification of alert worthy content to your designated social channels. Alert worthy content 

includes: post threatening or discussing legal actions against a brand, employee related posts, 

post alleging criminal activity, etc. 
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Summary Stack 

 

 

 

Selecting the Summary Stack creates a summary dashboard as a stack within the EC instead as 

a webpage. The summary dashboard is primarily an analysis tool providing post volume, 

customer sentiment, post volume trends, etc. The stack can be modified as needed like all other 

stacks within the EC. 
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Project Macros 

 

 

 

Project macros are single button macros created for a specific project that can complete 

multiple workflow actions. It enables you to work more efficiently in the Engagement Console. 
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My Macros and Creating Macros 

 

 

In addition to project macros you might find it useful to create your own macros for posts you 

encounter on a regular basis, but are not included in the predefined list of available project 

macros. You can also copy an existing macro by selecting the copy macro option. The copy 

macro option is beneficial when you are creating a similar macro with similar criteria as the 

current macro and the new macro only requires a few modifications. 

 

When creating any macro, the following fields must be completed before clicking on save: 

Macro Name (2), Post Tags (3), Sentiment (8), Engagement Level (9), and Classification Level 

(10).  

 

1. My Macro Button: allows you to create or edit existing macros. 

 

2. Macro Name: enter the name of your macro. 
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3. Post Tag: enter a current or new post tag. (New post tags must be approved.) 

 

4. Source Tag: enter a current or new source tag. (New source tags must be approved.) 

 

5. Mark Post as Deleted: automatically deletes the post if included in your macro settings. 

 

6. Assigned To: specifies a specific user to the post. (The only time the Assigned To: field 

would be included in project macros are in the case of an escalation plan.) 

 

7. Priority: sets the priority of the post. 

 

8. Sentiment: sets the sentiment of the post. 

 

9. Engagement Level: sets the engagement level of the post. 

 

10. Classification Level: sets the classification level of the post. 
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Most Commonly Used Post Tags/Macros 

$40 Plan: Any mention of the $40 plan 

 

$50 Plan: Any mention of the$50 plan 

 

$60 Plan: Any mention of the $60 plan 

 

4G: Any mention of our 4G service, lack of 4G service, or limited 4G service

  

 

Buy/Sell: Any post selling our products, unlock codes, etc. 

 

BYOB: Any post considering bringing or inquiring about their phone to the 

Brand 

 

Combination: Any post discussing either brand merger or merging with another brand 

 

Company Mention: Any post mentioning our brand, but not specifically a 

product/service/plan/feature 

 

Company Outreach: Any post from the social media team engagers  

 

Coverage: Any post discussing or requesting coverage for a specific area 

 

Credit: Any post requesting/requiring credit for duplicate payments/lack of 

service 

 

Customer Service: Any post mentioning our customer service or IVR system 

 

Data Top Up: Any post mentioning our Data Top Up option or a text message they 

received because they have exhausted their 4G provisions for their 

specific plan 

 

Environment: Any post discussing one of our stores locations, locale, or an event near 

one of our stores, but we are not directly involved in. 

 

Equipment: Any post reviewing, discussing, or addressing one of our phones: 

PLEASE NOTE ALL THESE POST REQUIRE A POST TAG 

FOR THE SPECIFIC PHONE 
 

Event: Any post Brand supports or sponsors, as well as Brand contests 

 

Migration: Any post discussing legacy networks or moving from CDMA to GSM 
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Plans and Features: Any post mentioning our plans or a specific feature, such as, visual 

voice mail or the Brand app 

 

Promo: Any post mentioning one of our promos, but does not have a dedicated 

post tag or a promo from one of our authorize dealers 

 

Rebate: Any post mentioning the customers rebate status, these are mostly 

complaints 

 

Service: Any post mentioning our service or signal 

 

Support: Any post mentioning the social media team’s support efforts 

 

Text Message: Any post mentioning a text message from us 
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Additional Training Resources 

 

The following additional training resources are available inside of the Radian6 Dashboard under 

the Help tab.  

 

Video Tutorials 
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How-to-Guides 
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 FAQs 
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Support 

 


